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Iron normal mode dynamics in a porphyrin-imidazole model for deoxyheme proteins
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Iron vibrational modes of a deoxyheme protein model~2-methylimidazole!~tetraphenylporphinato!iron~II !,
@Fe~TPP!~2-MeImH!#, have been studied by refining normal mode calculations to nuclear resonance vibrational
spectroscopy~NRVS! data. The NRVS measurements give quantitative frequencies and iron amplitudes of all
modes with significant Fe vibrational motion. Modes with in-plane displacement of iron are distinguished from
those involving out-of-plane motion by measurements on oriented single-crystal samples. Normal modes
having large overlaps with in-planen42, n50, andn53 modes of the porphyrin core are identified, as well as
several modes with large iron-imidazole stretch components. An out-of-plane mode at 78 cm21 shows signifi-
cant doming of the porphyrin core, but the largest Fe doming motion arises from the coupling of phenyls and
imidazole at 25 cm21.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.66.051904 PACS number~s!: 87.15.Aa, 87.64.Bx
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I. INTRODUCTION

Myoglobin and hemoglobin are examples of proteins c
taining heme molecules that perform their biochemical fu
tions by reversibly binding and releasing diatomic ligan
including O2, CO, and NO, at the heme iron active site@1,2#.
Vibrational analyses of heme proteins and model heme c
pounds have led to fairly detailed descriptions of vibratio
modes in the high frequency range between 1200
1600 cm21 @3–5#. These modes serve as reliable indicat
of iron spin, oxidation, and ligand states, and are read
observed by resonance Raman and infrared~IR! optical tech-
niques. The high frequency heme modes are due to the
calized vibrations of the porphyrin core, which largely do n
involve motion of the Fe atom, and hence give little dire
insight into the role of iron dynamics in important biologic
reactions.

A direct measurement of biologically significant iro
modes~e.g., the low frequency modes involving large amp
tude motion of iron! is hindered by optical selection rule
associated with the traditional Raman and IR methods
particular, theEu andA2u normal modes of aD4h symmetric
porphyrin, the only modes that involve nonzero displa
ments of iron, are Raman inactive@3,4#. Ligand and porphy-
rin isotope substitution combined with the Raman or
methods to characterize heme normal modes works wel
high frequency vibrations, but is less effective at lower f
quencies. Substitution of54Fe for 57Fe helped to determine
the correct assignment of the iron-histidine mode in myog
bin, but was not sensitive enough to identify any other
mode@6,7#.

Some of the shortcomings of optical techniques for o
serving iron vibrational modes can be overcome with nucl
resonance vibrational spectroscopy~NRVS!, which in prin-
ciple can determine all modes having significant iron mot
@8–10#. NRVS measures the frequencies and amplitudes
all iron modes over a wide energy range (;0 –800 cm21),
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and directional information is possible with crystalline spe
mens. Measured frequencies, amplitudes, and direction
iron atom motions provide many more constraints for norm
mode calculations, permitting a realistic description of
normal modes. In a recent study using NRVS and norm
mode analysis, Raiet al. identified several biologically
important iron modes of heme model compou
~nitrosyl!iron~II ! tetraphenylporphyrin,@Fe~TPP!~NO!# @11#.
Using NRVS, iron dynamics in@Fe~TPP!~NO!# @12# and
myoglobin @13# were also studied by Sage and coworke
Further NRVS studies of Mb were recently published
Achterholdet al. @14#.

We present here a complete iron vibrational spectr
of a deoxyheme model compound,~2-methylimidazole!
~tetraphenylporphinato!iron~II !, @Fe~TPP!~2-MeHIm!#, using
NRVS data and normal mode analysis. This compou
closely models the heme structure in myoglobin and hem
globin, where the iron atom is bound to the imidazole ring
a histidine residue in the protein. The NRVS measureme
cover an energy range of;0 –700 cm21, where most iron
vibrations are expected to occur. The data were acqu
from a polycrystalline powder as well as oriented sing
crystal samples, which are essential for distinguishing
tween heme in-plane and out-of-plane modes. By refining
force fields for normal mode analysis, excellent agreem
between the measured and calculated iron vibrational den
of states~VDOS! is achieved. This calculation provides
detailed description of all normal modes of this molecu
allowing the contributions of the imidazole ring and the su
stituent phenyls to be fully characterized.

II. METHODS

A. Sample preparation

Synthesis and isolation of [57Fe(TPP)(2-MeHIm)]
1.5C6H5Cl. All reactions and manipulations were done usi
standard Schlenkware techniques. Benzene was distilled
©2002 The American Physical Society04-1
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sodium benzophenone and ethanethiol~Aldrich! was used as
received. Chlorobenzene was washed with concentrated
furic acid, then with water until the aqueous layer beca
neutral, then dried with MgSO4, and distilled twice over
P2O5 under argon. 2-Methylimidazole was purchased fro
Aldrich, recrystallized from toluene~or methanol!, and dried
under vacuum.Meso-tetraphenylporphyrin (H2TPP) was
prepared according to Adleret al. @15#. 57Fe-enriched@Fe~T-
PP!Cl# ~95%! was prepared according to the metallation p
cedure of Landergren and Baltzer@16#; @57Fe(TPP)#2O was
prepared from@57Fe~TPP!Cl# @17#. @57Fe~II !~TPP!# was pre-
pared by reduction of@57Fe(TPP)#2O ~65 mg, 0.04 mmol!
with ethanethiol (;1 mL) in benzene according to Stolze
berget al. @18#. The benzene solution was stirred overnig
followed by solvent removal under vacuum. The so
@57Fe~II !~TPP!# was never exposed to air to avoid the eas
formed @Fe(TPP)#2O.

@57Fe(TPP)(2-MeHIm)#1.5C6H5Cl was prepared by add
ing via cannula transfer excess 2-methylimidazole~32 mg,
0.40 mmol! in 15 mL of dry degassed chlorobenzene to so
@57Fe~II !~TPP!# and stirred for 15 min. The solution wa
carefully transferred via cannula to several 8 mm3250 mm
glass tubes. Hexanes~distilled over sodium benzophenon!
were layered over the solution for the liquid diffusion expe
ment. The tubes were flame-sealed. Large x-ray quality c
tals were obtained after 2 weeks. Powder specimens w
prepared from the same starting material used for grow
crystals.

Crystals of@57Fe(TPP)(2-MeHIm)#1.5C6H5Cl were iso-
lated and mounted in an inert-atmosphere dry box. A sin
dark purple crystal (1.7 mm30.7 mm30.6 mm) of
@57Fe(TPP)(2-MeHIm)#1.5C6H5Cl was used for the experi
ment. The crystal was mounted in a 2-mm-diameter, th
walled ~0.01 mm!, boron-rich, X-ray diffraction capillary
tube that was purchased from the Charles Supper Comp
The crystal was immobilized in the capillary tube with
small amount of Dow Corning high-vacuum grease. The c
illary tube was sealed and secured to a small length of
gauge copper wire with epoxy. The copper wire was th
secured with epoxy to a brass mounting pin. The copper w
allowed for enough flexibilty to make minor adjustments
the orientation of the crystal. The brass mounting pin, ho
ing the crystal, was then mounted on a eucentric goniom
head to allow for further fine adjustments in the orientat
of the crystal.

Crystals of@Fe(TPP)(2-MeHIm)#1.5C6H5Cl are known
to crystallize in the triclinic system with two molecules p
cell related by inversion symmetry@19#; thus there is only
one orientation of the porphyrin plane in the single crys
This solid-state feature allows the best arrangements for
oriented NRVS experiments, which is to have the porphy
planes parallel or perpendicular with respect to the incid
beam. This requires that the crystal be aligned so that on
crystal rotation about the goniometer head axis is neces
to obtain sample orientations with the porphyrin plane pa
lel and perpendicular to the beam. The (20̄8) Bragg plane is
the crystallographic plane parallel to the mean porphy
plane. A drawing of the view normal to the (20̄8) face con-
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firmed that indeed the porphyrin plane is coplanar with

(2̄08) plane. Defining this orientation was done by determ

ing the unit cell constants and noting the orientation of@ 2̄08#

with a binocular microscope. The@ 2̄08# direction must be
made perpendicular to the goniometer rotation axis. Si
the shapes of the@57Fe(TPP)(2-MeHIm)#1.5C6H5Cl crys-
tals are irregular, the crystal was brought to this conveni
orientation by trial and error which meant remounting t
crystal in the dry box after determining the corrcct orien
tion using the diffractometer as described above. Final ro
adjustments were made by bending the copper wire so
the crystal orientation was within610° to the goniometer
axis. Finally the position of the crystal could now be adjust
using the angle adjustments on the eucentric goniom
head. This position and a 90° rotation around the goniom
axis give the two desired orientations. The position of t
crystal was rechecked after the beam line experiments
showed that the crystal had changed position by less t
0.3°.

B. Nuclear resonance vibrational spectroscopy

NRVS is a technique that employs the unique capabilit
of advanced x-ray synchrotron sources. It utilizes the Mo¨ss-
bauer transition in certain nuclear isotopes to observe sh
in the nuclear absorption probability caused by vibratio
motions of the nuclei, from which the partial vibrational de
sity of states can be determined. The current study is
stricted to the57Fe isotope.

An x-ray can be resonantly absorbed by the nucleus w
the x-ray energyEx is within the exceedingly narrow Mo¨ss-
bauer linewidth ~about 1028 eV) of the resonance (Eo
'14.413 keV). If the difference betweenEx andEo matches
the energy of a vibrational quantum of the systemEv ib ,
however, absorption can occur; e.g., ifEx1Ev ib5Eo . Clas-
sically this is analogous to a Doppler shift, where the mov
nucleus sees a Doppler-shifted x-ray energy changed f
Ex to Eo .

There are two critical properties of the x-ray beam, whi
require a specialized beam line at a third-generation x-
synchrotron: there must be a sufficiently large number
x-ray photons within the 1028 eV bandwidth to excite ac-
ceptable count rates, and this excitation beam must hav
energy bandpass aboutEx which is narrower than typica
vibrational energies; about 1 meV~or 8 cm21) is desirable.
For the studies reported here, samples contained about18

resonant Fe atoms, and data collection required 2–4 h.~The
natural57Fe concentration of 2.4% was enriched to over 90
in these samples, an essential step for reasonable data c
tion times.!

Iron dynamics are probed by measuring the x-ray abso
tion spectrum over a typical energy range of 0 –700 cm21

about the resonance. By scanning the x-ray energy both
low and above the resonance energyEo , the Stokes and
anti-Stokes components of the absorption spectrum are
tained. This provides a direct measure of the sample t
perature, and allows for the extraction of the Fe partial
brational density of states@10#. Further details of the NRVS
4-2
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technique have been described elsewhere@8,9,12,20,21#.
All measurements were conducted at the SRI-CAT se

3-ID-D station of the Advanced Photon Source, Argonne N
tional Laboratory. The single crystal was positioned in t
incident x-ray beam so that the beam was either paralle
perpendicular to the heme plane, within'62°. The capil-
lary tube containing the crystal was directly exposed to
stream of cold N2 gas from a source of liquid nitrogen, su
ficient to cool the crystal to 110 K as directly determin
from the NRVS data. The powder specimen was prepared
mixing it with a small amount of vacuum grease and plac
in a sealed cell that was directly mounted onto a He fl
cryostat. Data were obtained at 20 K for this polycrystalli
sample. For both the crystal and the powder specimens, r
nant absorption of the incident x rays was monitored by FK
fluorescence observed with a time-resolving Si avalan
photodiode detector.

C. Computational details

Normal mode calculations on@Fe~TPP!~2-MeHIm!#
model were performed in a mass-weighted Cartesian coo
nate system. The structural parameters for the model w
taken from the x-ray measurements of Ellisonet al., which
were slightly modified to keep the structures of each of
four pyrroles and phenyls identical@19#. This structure con-
sists of 83 atoms, of which 77 make up the Fe~TPP! mol-
ecule and the remaining 6 atoms form the imidazole r
~Fig. 1!. The hydrogen atoms of the pyrrole and phenyl rin
were explicitly included, and the four pyrrole rings are co
strained to be coplanar, with the phenyls oriented perp
dicular to the pyrrole plane. The methyl group of the imid
zole was replaced by a point mass of 15 amu and
imidazole hydrogens were taken to be the part of the atom
which they are bound. In agreement with the x-ray data,
central Fe atom was positioned 0.4 Å below the porphy
plane, towards the imidazole ring. Also in accordance w
the observed x-ray structure, the Fe-Nim bond was oriented
8° off the heme normal, and the imidazole ring assumed
asymmetrical position with respect to the Fe-Nim bond ~Fig.
1!.

The potential energy of the@Fe~TPP!~2-MeHIm!# system
was expressed using the Wilson-type force fields which
cluded bond stretch, angle bend, torsion, and out-of-pl
bend force constants@22#. In addition to these force con
stants, which correspond to the diagonal terms in the fo
constant matrix, the stretch-stretch, stretch-bend, and b
bend interactions related to the off-diagonal terms in
force constant matrix were also included. The initial set
force constants for the porphyrin core and the phenyls w
transferred from earlier works on@Fe~TPP!~NO!# by Rai @11#
and @Ni~TPP!# by Rush @23#. Initial unrefined imidazole
force constants were obtained from a previous study
Eyster@24#.

The normal mode calculation using the initial force co
stants gave an iron VDOS which were in rough agreem
with the observed spectrum. The initial force fields of t
@Fe~TPP!~2-MeHIm!# system were then refined to improv
the match between the calculated and observed iron VD
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using the Jacobian-determinant method@25#. In addition,
several force constants were also adjusted manually to g
better fit of the calculated iron spectrum to that obtain
experimentally. These included off-diagonal force consta
e.g., the coupling between vibrations of nearby bonds@22#.

In order to get an acceptable fit of our calculation to t
experimental data, several diagonal~stretch, angle bend, tor
sion, and out-of-plane bend! and off-diagonal~interaction!
force constants were adjusted. Only a small subset of
best-fit stretch force constants were different from those
ported for NiTPP@23#. The biggest change was for the fou
Fe-NP bond stretches, which were~on an average! 30%
smaller than the corresponding Ni-NP values. This is ex-
pected, as a replacement of Ni by Fe will significantly affe
the electron orbital overlaps of the central atoms with pyrr
nitrogens, causing a major change in these force consta
For a few other stretch force constants, this difference w
under 2%, and a majority of the stretch force field valu
remained unchanged at the end of the refinement.

Similarly, the refinement of the angle bend force fiel
resulted in larger changes of those bending force const
that involve the iron atom. The NP-Fe-NP and Ca-NP-Fe
angle bend force constants were changed by270% and
130%, respectively, from their values in NiTPP. The adju
ments required for approximately half of the remaining an
bend force constants were within 20% of their values

FIG. 1. Structure of the model@Fe~TPP!~2-MeHIm!#, top ~top!
and side~bottom! views. Notice that the iron is pulled out of th
porphyrin plane, towards the imidazole ring. The Fe-Nim bond is
tilted 8° off the heme normal. For clarity, the beta hydrogens a
the hydrogen atoms on the phenyl rings have been omitted.
4-3
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NiTPP, and the rest of the angle bend values did not cha
The out-of-plane force constants~torsions and out-of-

plane bends!, which are in general one to two orders of ma
nitude smaller than a typical stretch force constant, were
refined. All of the refined out-of-plane force constants we
in a physically reasonable range of 0.01–0.4 mdyn Å/ra2.
Only a minor tweaking in the interaction force constants w
needed in the refinement. In most cases these interac
force constants are small, and are roughly one-tenth of
average of the corresponding diagonal force constants.

In addition to the transferred force constants for the p
phyrin phenyl@23# and the imidazole units@24#, a complete
description of this system must include the coupling of
porphyrin with the imidazole. We introduced initial estimat
for the Fe-Nim stretch and NP-Fe-Nim bend force constants
for example. These coupling force constants were sub
quently adjusted during the refinement. Overall, refinem
gave physically meaningful changes in the force field, a
none of our force constants assumed unreasonable valu

We apply the procedure described by Raiet al. @11# to
calculate the Fe vibrational density of states of@Fe~TPP!~2-
MeHIm!#, which is then compared with the experimen
iron VDOS. The results from normal mode analysis are u
to calculate first the nuclear absorption probability and s
sequently the iron VDOS. The normalized mass-weigh
eigenvector of each mode is transformed and projected o
give iron amplitudes in Cartesian coordinates. The o
phonon contribution to the absorption probability,S1(E,k̂),
is obtained using the frequency and iron amplitude (uW ) of
each vibrational mode. At low temperatures, multi-phon
contributions to the nuclear absorption probability are ne
gible and can be ignored. The incident wave vector is rep
sented bykW , andE indicates the difference between the e
ergy of the incident radiation and the nuclear resona
energy of 57Fe. The one-phonon absorption probability
expressed as@26,27#

S1~E,k̂!

5e2^(kW•uW )2&(
l 51

L

ebEl /2
G/2p

~E2El !
21G2/4

)
j 51

L

I nj
„Cj~ k̂!…,

~1!

whereL is the total number of Fe modes,b is 1/kT (k is the
Boltzmann’s constant andT is the absolute temperature!, and
I nj

is the Bessel function of the first kind of ordernj . El is

the energy of thel th vibrational mode.G is the linewidth of
vibrational transition and its value was set to 8 cm21, cor-
responding to the experimental energy resolution. In orde
calculate one-phonon absorption probability, we setnj

5d l j . The argumentCj ( k̂) of the Bessel function is define
as

Cj~ k̂!5
^~kW•uj

W !2&
cosh~bEj /2!

. ~2!
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The Fe VDOS is directly related to the one-phonon abso
tion probability @9,26#

D~E!53
E

ER

S1~E!

f
@12e2bE#, ~3!

whereER(51.96 meV) is the recoil energy of57Fe nucleus
and f is the Lamb-Mo¨ssbauer factor. Using Eq.~3! along
with Eqs.~1! and~2!, we calculate the Fe vibrational densi
of states, which is then compared to the experimental i
VDOS.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The measured vibrational spectrum from polycrystalli
@Fe~TPP!~2-MeHIm!# was converted to iron vibrational den
sity of states and is shown in Fig. 2. In order to distingu
between the heme in-plane and out-of-plane modes, two
of measurements were made on an oriented single cry
corresponding to parallel and perpendicular orientations
the heme planes with respect to the incident x-ray be
Figures 2~a! and 2~b! show the iron VDOS of@Fe~TPP!~2-
MeHIm!# in these two orientations, along with the polycry
talline data. With the x-ray beam parallel to the heme pla
the interaction with iron in-plane modes is enhanced and
the same time the out-of-plane modes are suppressed. F
2~a! clearly shows the presence of heme in-plane modes
220, 290, and 400 cm21. On the other hand, an inciden
x-ray beam perpendicular to the heme plane increases
interaction with out-of-plane modes while suppressing
plane vibrations. Several heme out-of-plane modes
readily identified from Fig. 2~b!, e.g., at 214 and 248 cm21.

FIG. 2. Measured NRVS spectra of the polycrystalline powd
sample and single crystals of@Fe~TPP!~2-MeIm!#. ~a! Crystal ori-
ented with heme planes parallel to the incident beam.~b! Crystal
heme planes perpendicular to the incident beam. The measurem
covered an energy range of;0 –700 cm21. However, the iron
VDOS are reported only between 0 and 450 cm21. No distinct
feature was noticed above 450 cm21 in any of the measurements
4-4
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TABLE I. Percentage overlap of calculated modes with porphyrin core normal modes and ligand
tions. The numbers indicate the scalar product of true@Fe~TPP!~2-MeHIm!# normal modes with the mode
eigenvectors corresponding tog, n, or ligand vibrations. The ‘‘Assignment’’ label is only an approxima
guideline, as most modes are mixtures of multiple porphyrin core modes. No assignment is made if t
no dominant core mode. Low frequency modes assigned as phenyl or phenyl-imid have motions dom
by the substituents, as opposed to the porphyrin core modes.

Freq (cm21) Assignment g9 g6 n42a n42b n50a n50b n53a n53b nFeNIm
dFeNImCIm

25 phenyl-imid 1 21 3 5 7 3 8 3 28
32 phenyl-imid 8 12 6 5 6 6 7 6
33 phenyl-imid 21 22 3 2 6 2 7 3 14
54 phenyl 4 2 4 1 12 12 8 8 3
56 phenyl 9 1 9 11 12 8 8 2
67 g9 29 15 1 1 1 4 11
79 g9 40 23 1 1 8 11

110 dFe-imid 22 19 3 1 3 8 5 44
191 4 8 3 2 5 15 8 4 9
213 3 15 13 12 8 6 5 10 25 9
215 g61nFe-imid 1 76 5 3 8 4 5 2 63 1
222 n42,53 4 15 10 4 5 21 2 1
224 n42,53 2 25 9 3 5 26 12 1 1
225 n42,53 3 10 42 6 4 25 26 20 8
228 g91nFe-imid 18 4 6 19 1 12 11 39 3
248 g91nFe-imid 40 12 2 12 5 7 3 3 52 6
288 n50,53 1 13 1 35 23 39 27 1 4
293 n53,50 3 2 17 3 24 35 25 39 5 7
404 n50a,53a 7 7 70 1 20 1
406 n50b,53b 8 8 1 70 20 5
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Thus a comparison of the NRVS parallel and perpendicu
spectra enables us to distinguish between the in-plane
out-of-plane modes, giving a direct experimental determi
tion of the direction of the Fe displacement for vario
modes.

IV. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The normal mode analysis of a single molecule
@Fe~TPP!~2-MeHIm!# with 83 atoms gives 243 nonzero e
genvalues. For the purpose of analysis, the normal mode
this system can be categorized on the basis of their ove
with one of the three distinct structural units of the syste
the porphyrin core, the phenyl rings, and the imidaz
ligand. Iron dynamics will be most directly affected by th
vibrations of the porphyrin core, while purely localized v
brations of the phenyl and imidazole rings will have neg
gible effect. However, the coupling of phenyl or imidazo
motions with the porphyrin core do activate addition
modes with significant iron motion, as we shall describe
low.

We first consider the classification scheme forD4h sym-
metric porphyrin, developed by Abe and co-workers@28#. For
a 37-atom porphyrin core, the in-plane and out-of-pla
modes can be classified as

G in-plane59A1g18A2g19B1g19B2g118Eu ~4!

and
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Gout-o f-plane53A1g16A2u15B1u14B2u18Eg , ~5!

where G is the representation matrix. A nonzero displac
ment of Fe occurs only forEu ~in-plane! and A2u ~out-of-
plane! modes, both of which are Raman inactive. The pr
ence of an off-axial imidazole ligand lowers the symmetry
the otherwise fourfold symmetric porphyrin, which ma
make some of theEu or A2u modes Raman active~perhaps
weakly!. Most of these nominally inactive porphyrin mode
however, have not been identified in Raman measurem
on various deoxyheme proteins and related porphyrin co
pounds, which suggests that theD4h symmetry group might
still have some relevance to the larger molecule conside
here.

The classification scheme of the porphyrin core mod
defines a complete orthonormal basis set~for the porphyrin
core! of in-plane (n1 to n53) and out-of-plane modes (g1 to
g26). However, due to mixing of imidazole and phen
modes with porphyrin core vibrations, the individual norm
modes of the@Fe~TPP!~2-MeHIm!# molecule are found to
overlap with a number ofn i and g i modes. The overlap o
@Fe~TPP!~2-MeHIm!# normal modes with the porphyrin cor
modes is calculated by first constructing normalized ma
weighted vectors representing normal coordinates (n1 to n53
and g1 to g26) of the porphyrin core basis set. Th
@Fe~TPP!~2-MeHIm!# normal modes are then classified b
taking the inner product of the calculated eigenvectors w
the eigenvectors of the porphyrin core basis set. Any m
4-5
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TABLE II. Frequencies of the observed and calculated modes, mode assignments, Fe amplitudes~at T520 K), and potential energy
distribution ~PED!. The in-plane and out-of-plane motions of Fe are indicated by ip and op, respectively. The contribution to the p
energy of a particular normal mode from stretch (n), angle bend (d), and torsion (t), force constants is shown. The number in the brac
indicates the percentage contribution of a given force constant to the PED of the mode. Only those force constants that contrib
more to the PED are listed.

Cal Freq. Mode Fe Ampl PED~%!

(cm21) Assignment ~pm!

25 phenyl-imid,op 3.45 dFeNImCIm
(33)1dNP,II FeNIm

(10)1dNP,III FeNIm
(11)1dNP,IVFeNIm

(15)

32 phenyl-imid,op 1.97 dNP,IFeNIm
(10)1dNP,II FeNIm

(15)1dNP,III FeNIm
(17)

33 phenyl-imid,op 2.11 dNP,IFeNIm
(22)1dNP,II FeNIm

(8)

54 phenyl,ip 1.2 dCaCm,II C2
(18)1dCaCm,IVC4

(15)1tCm,II C2CP,II CP,II
(12)1tCm,IVC4CP,IVCP,IV

(11)

56 phenyl,ip 1.22 dCaCm,IC1
(19)1dCaCm,III C3

(19)1tCm,IC1CP,ICP,I
(12)1tCm,III C3CP,III CP,III

(13)

67 g9,op 1.26 dFeNImCIm
(15)1dNP,III FeNIm

(5)1dNP,IVFeNIm
(9)

79 g9,op 1.51 nFeNIm
(9)1dFeNImCIm

(13)1dNP,IFeNIm
(6)1dNP,II FeNIm

(9)

110 dFe-imid,op 0.91 dFeNImCIm
(62)1dNP,IFeNIm

(7)1dNP,II FeNIm
(5)

191 ip 1.24 tCImNImCImCIm
(34)1tNImCImCImNIm

(14)

213 ip,op 2.03 nFeNP,II
(6)1nCm,II C2

(8)1nCm,IVC4
(6)

215 g61nFe-imid,op 1.73 nFeNIm
(35)

222 ip 1.16 nFeNP,II
(5)1nFeNP,III

(17)1nFeNP,IV
(13)

224 n42,53,ip 1.71 nFeNP,I
~9! 1 nFeNP,II

~16!

225 n42,53,ip 1.63 nFeNP,I
(13)1nFeNP,IV

(7)

228 g91nFe-imid,op 1.32 nFeNIm
(13)1dCm,IC1CP,I

(5)1dCm,IVC4CP,IV
(6)

248 g91nFe-imid,op 1.75 nFeNIm
(21)1dCm,IC1CP,I

(7)1dCm,III C3CP,III
(6)1dCm,IVC4CP,IV

(10)

288 n53,50,ip 1.54 nFeNP,I
(7)1nFeNP,II

(15)1nFeNP,III
(7)1nFeNP,IV

(14)

293 n53,50,ip 1.56 nFeNP,I
(15)1nFeNP,II

(5)1nFeNP,III
(13)1nFeNP,IV

(7)

404 n50a,53a , ip 0.87 nFeNP,II
(13)1nFeNP,IV

(13)

406 n50b,53b , ip 0.92 nFeNP,I
(13)1nFeNP,III

(15)
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that largely preserves the character of a core porphyrin m
will have a large overlap with just one mode. A mode th
has significant overlap with multiple porphyrin core mod
reflects the deviation fromD4h symmetry, and the mixing o
imidazole and phenyl modes with the porphyrin core mod

Table I indicates the extent of overlap of the various be
fit @Fe~TPP!~2-MeHIm!# modes with some of the porphyri
core modes. It also shows the overlap of calculated mo
with Fe-Nim stretch and Fe-Nim-Cim angle bend coordinate
to identify the Fe modes most affected by the imidaz
ligand. The significant overlap of each true@Fe~TPP!~2-
MeHIm!# iron mode with so many modes of the porphyr
core demonstrates the limitation of labeling the actual mo
in terms of the conventional porphyrin core modes.

Further information on the character of the@Fe~TPP!~2-
MeHIm!# modes is obtained from their potential energy d
tributions~PED!, as shown in Table II. For a given mode, th
PED describes the contributions of various internal coo
nates of the system to its potential energy, and reveals
relative contributions of the phenyl, imidazole, and porph
rin core force constants.

The best-fit calculation is used to characterize the
served iron modes of@Fe~TPP!~2-MeHIm!#. As shown in
Figs. 3 and 4, good agreement between the calculated
experimental iron VDOS is achieved over a wide range
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frequency. The disagreement between the calculation and
experiment in the low frequency region~below ;50 cm21)
is due to our single molecule model of@Fe~TPP!~2-MeHIm!#,
which does not incorporate intermolecular interactions a
crystal field effects that are expected to play important ro
at low frequencies. Acoustic modes involving large displa
ments of iron are likely to contribute to the broad asymm
ric feature around 30 cm21.

Compared to the traditional normal mode calculatio

FIG. 3. The measured and calculated Fe vibrational density
states. The calculated VDOS is multiplied by an arbitrary sc
factor.
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IRON NORMAL MODE DYNAMICS IN A PORPHYRIN- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 051904 ~2002!
which are fitted to resonance Raman data and suppleme
with various shifts from isotopic substitutions, the calcu
tions that fit to NRVS data have many more experimen
constraints on modes that indisputably involve large Fe m
tions. The frequency, amplitude, and direction of perha
eight well-resolved NRVS peaks must be reproduced by
calculation, while simultaneously maintaining agreem
with another half dozen high frequency modes determi
by Raman data. At the same time, however, there are h
dreds of unknown force constants, so the calculation is
underdetermined. Inspection of Figs. 3 and 4 reveal sev
examples of the calculated amplitudes differing noticea
from the measured peaks, and even cases where the freq
cies are slightly mismatched. We find that continued twe
ing of certain force constants, especially the off-diago
ones, can gradually lead to better fits. However, at this le
such tweaking does not affect the character of the relev
normal modes. It is not clear that continued refineme
~without change in the mode characteristics! would be physi-
cally meaningful, given the possible uncertainties in t
structure and the neglect of interactions between molecu

The characterization and assignment of the@Fe~TPP!~2-
MeHIm!# iron modes can be separated into two categor
vibrations with PEDs largely localized to the porphyrin co
and coupled vibrations of imidazole and the phenyl rin
with the porphyrin core. We sort the modes into the follo
ing four groups:~a! in-plane vibrations having significan
overlap withn42, n50, andn53 modes of the porphyrin core
~b! modes with a large contribution from the iron-imidazo
stretch coordinate;~c! low frequency modes involving phe
nyl and imidazole vibrations; and~d! the porphyrin out-of-
plane modes.

FIG. 4. The measured and calculated Fe vibrational densit
states for~a! in-plane~b! and out-of-plane iron modes. The calc
lated VDOS are multiplied by an arbitrary scale factor.
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A. In-plane porphyrin modes

The group theoretical considerations of theD4h symmet-
ric porphyrin indicate 18 doubly degenerate modes withEu
symmetry@Eq. ~4!#. As mentioned earlier, in a fourfold sym
metric porphyrinEu modes involve a nonzero displaceme
of iron and are Raman inactive. Several of theseEu modes
are due to out-of-phase vibrations of iron against a couple
pyrrole atoms. Due to small reduced masses, such mo
will occur at higher frequencies~outside the 0 –800 cm21

range of NRVS! and will have small displacement of Fe. O
the other hand, several otherEu modes~such asn53 andn50)
involve out-of-phase displacements of iron against en
pyrrole rings; such modes will occur with a large displac
ment of Fe and will have low frequencies as a result of lar
reduced masses. These modes can be readily detecte
NRVS.

of

FIG. 5. The eigenvectors of the in-plane modes at 224
225 cm21. These modes show significant overlap withn42, n50,
andn53 porphyrin core vibrations. The lengths of the arrows ind
cate relative magnitudes of atom displacements.
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Measurements on the oriented crystals of@Fe~TPP!~2-
MeHIm!#, as shown in Fig. 4~a!, indicate the presence o
in-plane modes at 205, 220, 290, and 400 cm21. In addition,
at the lowest frequency (30 cm21) a band having in-plane
displacement of iron is observed. The peaks at 220, 290,
400 cm21 are broad, and each is found to be a superposi
of two or more normal modes with nearly equal frequenci
and substantial overlap with then42, n50, andn53 porphyrin
core modes. The peak near 220 cm21 is decomposed into
overlapping modes at 222, 224, and 225 cm21 @Fig. 4~a!#.
The eigenvectors of the modes at 224 and 225 cm21 are
shown in Fig. 5. As shown in Table I, all three of these ha
substantial contributions from then42, n50, andn53 porphy-
rin core modes. There is no justification for following th

FIG. 6. The eigenvectors of in-plane modes at 288 a
293 cm21. These modes show significant overlap withn42, n50,
andn53 porphyrin core vibrations. The lengths of the arrows in
cate relative magnitudes of atom displacements.
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usual practice of assigning specific porphyrin core mode
bels to any of these peaks, as they are so thoroughly hyb
ized by the phenyl and imidazole substituents that the p
phyrin core no longer provides a good basis set for
normal modes.

The peak near 290 cm21 is composed of two modes tha
also strongly overlap with then42, n50, andn53 porphyrin
core modes. The 405 cm21 peak is also a doublet, but thes
are primarily admixtures of only two porphyrin core mode
then50 andn53 modes. The doublets arise simply because
imidazole ring breaks the fourfold rotational symmetry of t
molecule. The displacements associated with these mo
are illustrated in Figs. 6 and 7.

We can compare the in-plane behavior of this imidaz
complex with the similar NO-ligated FeTPP molecule@11#.
The primary in-plane features are similar: 242, 322, a

d
FIG. 7. The eigenvector ofn501n53 modes at 404 and

406 cm21. The lengths of the arrows indicate relative magnitud
of atom displacements.
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TABLE III. A comparison of Fe-NP bond lengths and force constants of@Fe~TPP!~2-MeImH!# and
@Fe~TPP!~NO!#. The average Fe-NP bond length of@Fe~TPP!~2-MeImH!# is larger than that of@Fe~TP-
P!~NO!#. The larger Fe-NP bond length in@Fe~TPP!~2-MeImH!# causes a softening of the Fe-NP force
constants, which in turn results in smaller frequencies for then53 modes, for example. The differences in th
n53 mode frequencies in@Fe~TPP!~2-MeImH!# ~288 and 294 cm21) and@Fe~TPP!~NO!# ~312 and 333 cm21)
is therefore directly related to the variations in the core sizes of the two compounds.

Bond length (Å) Force constant~mdyne/Å)
@Fe~TPP!~2-MeHIm!#a @Fe~TPP!~NO!#b @Fe~TPP!~2-MeHIm!#c,d @Fe~TPP!~NO!#e

Fe-NP,I 2.063 2.004 1.24 1.35
Fe-NP,II 2.068 1.977 1.20 1.49
Fe-NP,III 2.079 2.027 1.24 1.35
Fe-NP,IV 2.083 1.977 1.20 1.49

aReference@19#.
bReference@37#.
cThis Work.
dA complete list of force constants is available from the authors.
eReference@11#.
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405 cm21 peaks for NO, and 230, 290, and 405 cm21 for
imidazole. While mixing of then42, n50, andn53 porphyrin
core modes is also seen with the NO ligand, the imidaz
produces substantially more mixing. This is likely due to t
lower symmetry of the imidazole complex.

The n53 modes ~312 and 333 cm21) of @FeTPP~NO!#
show a large splitting of about 20 cm21 due to strong cou-
pling with the NO ligand. In addition, then53 doublet in
@Fe~TPP!~NO!# occurs at higher frequencies compared to
doublet ~288 and 293 cm21) in @Fe~TPP!~2-MeHIm!#. The
largest contribution to the PEDs of then53 modes comes
from the Fe-NP internal coordinates~Table II!. Therefore, we
observe a softening of the Fe-NP force constants in
@Fe~TPP!~2-MeHIm!# associated with the smaller values
the n53 frequencies in this compound compared to that
@Fe~TPP!~NO!#. This observation is related to the differenc
in the structures of the two compounds under considerat
The x-ray measurements show a larger average Fe-NP bond
length for @Fe~TPP!~2-MeHIm!# than that for @Fe~TP-
P!~NO!#. Table III compares the bond length and force co
stants of the four Fe-NP bonds of@Fe~TPP!~2-MeHIm!# and
@Fe~TPP!~NO!#, and demonstrates the correlation betwe
larger bond length and smaller force constant.

B. Iron-imidazole vibrations

The iron-imidazole stretch mode (nFe-im) is Raman active
in the deoxy state of Mb, Hb, and various heme model co
pounds. Resonant enhancement through coupling with
electronic transition~Soret band! gives rise to a strong Ra
man peak near 220 cm21 @29,5#. The first reports of identi-
fying this mode in Mb, Hb, and several model compoun
were rather ambiguous@6,30#. Subsequently, Argadeet al.
confirmed the assignment of the iron-imidazole stretch m
in deoxy-Mb by using isotope substitution of Fe@7#. The
nFe-His band in deoxy-Mb and Hb has been widely studie
and the frequency and Raman intensity of this mode
found to be sensitive to the global protein structure@31–33#.
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A decomposition of thenFe-His Raman band profile in deoxy
myoglobin into several spectral lines has been used to i
the relative population of the major conformational substa
@31–33#. Locally, the iron-imidazole stretch mode is found
be sensitive to three coordinates: the extent of doming of
iron atom from the mean heme plane, the off-axial tilt
iron-imidazole bond from the heme normal, and the a
muthal angle of the imidazole plane@34#.

The @Fe~TPP!~2-MeHIm!# single-crystal data show two
distinct out-of-plane modes at 214 and 225 cm21 ~Fig. 2!,
close to the iron-histidine mode in deoxy-Mb@7#. Our calcu-
lation yields out-of-plane modes at 215 and 228 cm21, in
excellent agreement with the data@Fig. 4~b!#. The 215 cm21

mode has a large PED contribution~35%! from the iron-
imidazole stretch force constant~Table II!, and large overlaps
with theg6 porphyrin core mode as well as the Fe-imidazo
stretch mode. The 228 cm21 mode has a strong overlap wit
the g9 porphyrin core mode, plus the Fe-imidazole stret

FIG. 8. The eigenvector of the out-of-plane iron-imidazo
stretch mode at 215 cm21. This mode also has a large overlap wi
out-of-planeg6 vibration. The lengths of the arrows indicate rel
tive magnitudes of atom displacements.
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The displacements associated with the 215 cm21 modes are
shown in Fig. 8.

The measured spectrum also clearly shows an out
plane mode at 248 cm21. Peaks near this frequency hav
been seen in Raman measurements on deoxy-Mb, inclu
those by Argade and co-workers@7#. No shift of this peak
was seen upon Fe isotope substitution, however, sugge
that no significant Fe motion is involved. On the contrary,
NRVS unambiguously shows this mode to have a substa
iron displacement. The normal mode analysis shows a m
character mostly involving the iron-imidazole stretch a
doming (g9) coordinates~see Fig. 9!. Upon substitution of
54Fe with 57Fe in the calculation, this mode shifts b
1.2 cm21. The corresponding shift in deoxy-Mb may hav
been smaller and below the experimental resolution@7#.
Clearly, NRVS is capable of identifying Raman-active mod
with Fe contributions that are difficult to determine by oth
means.

The bending motion of the imidazole ligand is associa
with the out-of-plane mode at 110 cm21. This mode has a
44% overlap with the Fe-imidazole bending coordinate an
also involves a small doming and pyrrole tilting motion
the porphyrin core. Imidazole bending also contributes to
low frequency phenyl modes, discussed below.

C. Phenyl modes

The modes with the largest amplitude Fe motions are
to coupling of the phenyl rings to the porphyrin core. T
force constants that produce the best fit to the data at hi
frequencies also yield a series of such phenyl modes at
32, 33, 54, and 56 cm21. The eigenvector of one of thes
modes at 25 cm21 is shown in Fig. 10. Table II includes th
calculated Fe amplitudes, showing displacements for the
and 33 cm21 modes~3.45 and 2.11 pm! significantly larger
than for any other mode. Computer animation of the motio
described by the normal mode eigenvectors dramatic
confirms the role of the phenyl rings in causing large dom
displacements of the entire molecule. Examination of

FIG. 9. The eigenvector of the out-of-plane iron-imidazo
stretch mode at 248 cm21. This mode also has a large overlap wi
g9 doming vibration. The lengths of the arrows indicate relat
magnitudes of atom displacements.
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PEDs in Table II reveals that the Fe displacement is a
accompanied by a bending of the imidazole ring. In oth
words, the most significant doming motion of the porphy
core is actually caused by the coupling of the phenyl s
stituents on the periphery of the molecule, and by the imi
zole ring bound to the central Fe atom. These two featu
of course, would be overlooked in any calculation of porph
rin core modes. These results suggest that not only are
porphyrin core normal modes a poor basis set for the t
modes of this molecule, but they also neglect the featu
that may be of the greatest biological significance.

There is one caveat regarding the low frequency mod
As previously noted, the calculation assumes a single m
ecule with no coupling to any neighbors. This will necess
ily omit contributions from intermolecular coupling, crysta
fields, and acoustic mode dispersion. These are most im
tant in the low frequency regime occupied by the phe
modes. It is clear from Fig. 4 that the calculations do n
yield all of the low frequency modes. There appears to b
continuum in the out-of-plane modes up to about 150 cm21,
with several identifiable peaks that correspond to calcula
modes@Fig. 4~b!#.

D. Porphyrin out-of-plane modes

Heme out-of-plane modes are biologically significant
they are expected to be central to the dynamics of liga
binding and dissociation in heme proteins. The modes
particular interest are those involving large iron displacem
perpendicular to the heme plane, as ligand binding is a
associated with such displacements. As noted earlier, o
the Raman inactiveA2u modes of the fourfold symmetric
porphyrin involve significant out-of-plane motion of iron
Such modes are also difficult to identify with IR spectro
copy, since it is hard to distinguish heme modes from
more numerous protein modes.

FIG. 10. The eigenvector of the phenyl out-of-plane mode
25 cm21. The lengths of the arrows indicate relative magnitudes
atom displacements.
4-10
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Using femtosecond coherence spectroscopy, Zhuet al.
identified a doming mode in deoxymyoglobin at 50 cm21

@35#. In a subsequent study, Roscaet al. reported a low fre-
quency feature at 40 cm21 in myoglobin with an NO ligand,
which they identified as a doming mode@36#.

In a recent NRVS study, Raiet al. observed the iron out
of-plane modes in the 5-coordinated model heme compo
@Fe~TPP!~NO!# @11#, with modes at 74 and 128 cm21 as-
signed primarily to the doming (g9) and pyrrole (g6) tilting
vibrations of porphyrin. Theg9 andg6 modes also contrib-
ute significantly to higher frequency modes involving liga
vibrations. Again, the largest doming displacement is fou
in a 32 cm21 phenyl mode.

The present study of@Fe~TPP!~2-MeHIm!# finds three
porphyrin modes with out-of-plane displacements of iron
67, 79, and 110 cm21. These modes are significantly del
calized over the porphyrin core and show some coup
with the imidazole vibrations. The 110 cm21 mode involves
a strong Fe-imidazole bending motion, while the 67 a
79 cm21 modes have large overlaps withg9 doming andg6
pyrrole tilting coordinates~29% and 40%, respectively, wit
the g9 mode, and 15% and 23%, respectively, withg6).
Figure 11 shows the character of the 79 cm21 mode. While
we have identified the normal mode with the largest over
with the porphyrin core doming modes, greater doming d
placements belong to the low frequency phenyl modes~e.g.,
3.45 pm at 25 cm21 vs 1.51 pm at 79 cm21).

V. CONCLUSIONS

Normal mode analysis of NRVS data from@Fe~TPP!~2-
MeHIm!# has provided a wealth of insights into the detail
Fe dynamics for this compound, which is a model for t
active center in deoxy forms of myoglobin, hemoglobin, a
related proteins. The NRVS data provide constraints on
frequencies, amplitudes, and directions of many modes w
large Fe motions, which provides a much higher level
confidence in the output of the computations. T
orientation-dependent data from a single-crystal specim

FIG. 11. The eigenvector of the out-of-plane doming (g9) mode
at 79 cm21. The lengths of the arrows indicate relative magnitud
of atom displacements.
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which relies on the sensitivity of nuclear resonant absorpt
only to Fe motions in the direction of the incident x-ra
beam, has provided directional information on individu
modes. These constraints are combined with previous Ra
results on high frequency modes to arrive at a best-fit se
force constants that reproduce all of these data, and giv
complete description of the eigenvectors of motion.

A general feature of all the results is that the actual n
mal modes do not map well onto the normal modes of
porphyrin core. Conventional studies based on Raman pe
have traditionally labeled the peaks according to these p
phyrin core modes, but the greater sensitivity and Fe se
tivity of the NRVS data yields calculated modes of sufficie
quality that the severe limitations of the porphyrin co
modes is apparent.

The major in-plane modes are admixtures of various p
phyrin core modes, occurring near 220, 290, and 400 cm21.
These results show a splitting of core modes, which
caused by the imidazole lifting the fourfold rotational sym
metry of the porphyrin core. A similar array of split peak
was observed in the related nitrosyl compound, Fe~TP-
P!~NO! @11#. The frequency shifts in going from the nitrosy
to the imidazole compound follow from the observed cor
lation between longer Fe-NP bond lengths and smalle
stretch force constants.

The various force constants connecting Fe with the im
dazole ring make significant contributions to the norm
modes at 215, 228, and 248 cm21. The first two are in good
agreement with the Fe-His modes assigned to deoxy-Mb
related heme structures. The third mode, however, has b
observed in Raman spectroscopy but not assigned to Fe
tion. The definitive assignment of the 248 cm21 peak to an
out-of-plane Fe-imidazole mode demonstrates the gre
sensitivity to Fe motions than previously possible with co
bined Raman-isotope shift studies.

Perhaps the most important conclusion is that the ou
phenyl substituents, in concert with the imidazole, lead
doming modes with the greatest displacement of the
atom. These modes are important to understand the dyna
of ligand binding, which is accompanied by Fe out-of-pla
displacements. These results confirm the role of substitu
in driving the low frequency doming modes. The tradition
doming modes of the porphyrin core have also been ide
fied here, at 67, 79, and 110 cm21, but their displacements
are smaller than those of several phenyl modes.
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